Problem:
Handling three to four-year old students who find difficulty in concentrating on classroom lesson

Effects of the problem:
- Students cannot study well
- The lesson will not progress significantly
- Students' performance will decrease

Causes of the problem:
- Students feel tired
- Students' concentration is distracted
- Students get bored with the lesson

Potential Solution 1:
Teacher gives break time

Positive effects:
- Students' mind will be fresher than usual
- Students can concentrate longer than usual

Negative effect:
- Students want to take a break again and again

Potential Solution 2:
Teacher teaches using interesting visual teaching aids

Positive effects:
- Students will pay attention to the lesson
- Students understand the material easily

Negative effect:
- Teacher needs more creativity

Potential Solution 3:
Teacher uses various teaching techniques

Positive effects:
- Every lesson will be taught successfully

Negative effect:
- Teacher has to spend extra time

Chosen Solution:
Teacher gives break time and teaches using interesting visual aids
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